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Clean, seamless and corrosion-free, our Tile-Up™ Collection uses existing floor tiles with slit gaps as the solution preferred 

by architects. An alternative to the usual option of raw concrete screeds, unstable covers and untidy holes, the Tile-Up™ 

Collection is aesthetically pleasing, easy to install and an effective system. 

Complete your drain application with style and 

practicality; our modern collection offers everything 

except the mundane features of a typical floor trap.

Jonite floor drains are designed to accommodate PVC 

strainers and foul-air restrainers to prevent insects and 

unpleasant odours from arising.

The classic collection is exclusive with the use of Jonite 

stone, durable yet aesthetically pleasing. You will 

be pampered with a choice of 16 different standard 

colours or unlimited custom colours.

Do away with the hassle of handling floor traps; our 

Hinged Collection is the perfect partner for applications 

that requires frequent access to the pipes for cleaning.

Tile-Up™ Collection

Modern Collection

Odour & Insect Resistant

Classic Collection

Hinged Collection 

Floor-bonded
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FLOOR DRAINS

Once considered a luxury only for the 

rich in ancient Rome, the toilet or WC 

has become a familiar and necessary 

sight in the modern home. Many 

designers focus on various fixtures to 

provide comfort for their clients, but the 

humble floor drain is often overlooked.

However, adding floor drains and point drains is not only 

necessary and but also considered a great design because 

it enables easy toilet maintenance. Stagnant water in the 

toilets can damage the flooring in the long term and become 

a hotspot for mosquito breeding in the tropics. Good floor 

drains can prevent stagnant water from pooling up and can 

allow for some stains to be cleansed and removed. 

Waterproofing is foremost in our floor drain cover designs, 

as is the prevention of infiltration by insects and foul air. 

Special PVC strainers and restrainers fitted with our floor 

drain traps work to achieve a cleaner environment, giving 

bathroom users a more pleasant and hygienic experience. 

Jonite floor drains are engineered to fulfil crucial functions 

while remaining an integral component of the structural 

floor. Our most popular series is the Tile Up collection where 

any tile can be used to create a seamless look and feel 

throughout the bathroom. 

Jonite floor drains are available in a wide range of standard 

colours developed to assist landscape architects in quickly 

picking the colour they need. More specialised colours are 

also possible with our colour customisation process, allowing 

any hue or shade desired.

Floor Drains Jonite’s homogenous stone floor drains can match any tile to form a trap 

cover, achieving desired coherence with functional designs. We aim to 

continue designing floor drains that blend seamlessly into any flooring.

Modern aesthetics

Easy to maintain

Extreme strength and durability

Prevents foul smells and insects

Special PVC strainers and 

restrainers fitted

5KN

Strictly for pedestrian application
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Do away with the hassle of handling floor traps; our Hinged Collection is 

the perfect partner for applications that requires frequent access to the 

pipes for cleaning.

COLLECTION

HINGED

Dimension 158W x 158L x 30mm (t)

Dimension 200W x 200L x 30mm (t)

Dimension 158W x 158L x 30mm (t)

Dimension 200W x 200L x 30mm (t)

Dimension 158W x 158L x 30(45)mm (t)

Dimension 200W x 200L x 30(45)mm (t)

Component Hinged Trap (Square)

Component Hinged Trap (Large)

Component Hinged Trap Blank

Component Hinged Trap Blank (Large)

Component  Hinged Trap Dome

Component Hinged Trap Dome (Large)

One of our most popular collections amongst interior designers, this 

collection enables you to use any tile to create a point drain cover with 

all of Jonite’s floor drain functionalities.

Created specifically for use in driveway drainage, this collection is 

available in 2 standard designs.

COLLECTION

TILE-UP

COLLECTION

DRIVEWAY

Dimension 100W x 100L x 22mm (t)

Dimension 200W x 200L x 45mm (t)

Dimension 158W x 158L x 30mm (t)

Dimension 200W x 200L x 45mm (t)

Component   Tile-up Trap (Shower Square)

Component Driveway Trap (B125)

Component Tile-up Trap (Square)

Component Driveway Trap Blank (B125)
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FLOOR DRAINS 

TILE-UP, DRIVEWAY & HINGED

71110 FTUS-148/158

71111 FTUS-90/100

72114 FHS-125/158 Blank

72111 FHS-125/200 Blank75110 FHS-158/200HD

72113 FHS-125/158

72110 FHS-125/200

72115 FHS-125/158 Dome

72112 FHS-125/200 Dome75111 FHS-158/200HD Blank
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While retaining the features of conventional floor traps, the 

classic collection is exclusive with the use of Jonite stone, 

durable yet aesthetically pleasing.

COLLECTION

CLASSIC

Dimension 100mm Dia. x 25mm (t)

Dimension 158W x 158L x 30mm (t)

Dimension 165mm Dia. x 30mm (t)

Component   Classic Shower Trap (Round)

Component  Classic Square Trap (with Round cover)

Component  Classic Round Trap

Dimension 158W x 158L x 30mm (t)

Dimension 165mm Dia. x 30mm (t)

Dimension 165mm Dia. x 30mm (t)

Component  Modern Americ Square

Component  Modern Americ Round

Component   Modern Slotted

The modern collection of floor drains complement minimalist 

designs while retaining its functionality and durability.

COLLECTION

MODERN
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FLOOR DRAINS 

CLASSIC & MODERN

73111 FCSR-135/158

73112 FCR90/100 Shower

74111 FMAR-145/165

74110 FMAS-135/158

73110 FCR-145/165 74112 FMSR-145/165
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